Court Policies for Advantage Members
Advantage members may reserve in advance, 60 or 90 minutes, once per day, 5 days in advance for
Advantage members, up to 5 per week.
Daytime Advantage members and Junior Advantage members may reserve in advance, 60 or 90
minutes, once per day, 3 days in advance, up to 3 per week.
Any Advantage member may play on extra time or activity same-day when space is available.
Each Advantage Member may hold one advance court reservation per day, either a court time or
an Adult Activity such as BreakPoint or Greatest Hits (does not apply to instruction). If more than one
advance reservations is made on the same day, the player will be charged for additional court/activity.
Booking two or more advance reservations for the same day is not allowed and may result in loss of
reservation privileges.
Reserve a court with 2-4 names. Names must be accurate and include all players. Please make
any changes online or through the front desk. Our court sheets must reflect who is actually on the
court. It is an an abuse of privileges to make reservations in a member’s name but show up as another
player, or to play on court without being named on the court sheets.
Cancel 48 hours in advance for Courts or Adult Activities to avoid any cancellation fee, currently $20.
Cancellations within 24 hours may be charged the full program price, or a cancellation fee. Please
release reservations as early as possible so others may use them.
Court Reservation or Activity may be forfeited after 10 minutes of players scheduled start time.
Please call if you are running late to determine if your spot may be held. Waitlisted players will have
first opportunity to take those spots. Adult Activities are included with Advantage Membership, but
they are valuable with ongoing waitlists. Repeat offenses may result in fees and loss of advance
reservation privileges.
No-Show fees may be assessed from $20 up to the full program price for court reservations or
activities when players do not show up or cancel in advance.
The club implements these policies for the benefit of ALL our members. Court sheets are visible to all
players online and on the monitors in the clubhouse and in the facility. Software records reservations
and any edits made. Cameras on all courts monitor players who show up. Abuse of privileges may
result in fees and/or temporary loss of advance reservation privileges. Please follow our policies to
avoid penalties and to allow the fullest use of limited resources to our tennis community.

